














































































































Statement on Ten Images 
 

Ellen Lapidus Stern 
 
 

Having decided long ago to dominate the use of oils because they give off a blue light 

which I can’t say that I have ever really seen and because the beauty of the material itself 

always engulfed me, as opposed to colored pencils, water color or acrylics, I would like 

to make clear that the originals far surpass any computer image.  It is the use of the paint 

itself ― its visual transmission ― not image that my paintings communicate.  That aside 

the images are the gateway to the subconscious response to paint.  The paintings express 

character traits, mine and yours as well:  unity, understanding, wisdom, truth, courage, 

gratitude, kindness, loyalty, leadership, beauty and victory. 

 

They also depict my daily life, not one I read about in the newspapers or in a history 

book.  The tightest cord pulling me is from Van der Weyden, Velazquez, Goya, Vermeer, 

Watteau, Corot, Ury, Matisse, Picasso, Rothko and, alas, Kitaj.  If I look to the past it is 

to the fathers of my profession.  The closer I remain to the tradition, including the 

independence and originality, the more meaningful my life and my work … one and the 

same thing. 

 

The dimensions of the original canvas should be taken into account.  A viewer enters a 

painting that is larger than life size.  This transformation that the onlooker experiences, 

we know for example from the work of Jackson Pollack is crucial although absent from 

these digital reproductions that I am sending you. 

 

On the other hand, it is amazing that you can see my work at all.  I am quite prolific, 

painting all the time, exhibiting locally and often.  My new website, 

www.artistlapidot.com , is an archive of many years of painting and writing plus a few 

short videos of shows and teaching demonstrations.  Thank you for the opportunity to 

express the above thoughts. 

http://www.artistlapidot.com/
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Narrative Statement ID #71  Ellen Lapidus Stern 
 

 
Schoeneman, of the gallery on 57th street, lived across the pebble path from my 
father's sister.  My family nurtured my talent so my aunt took me with her when she 
went next door.  Once you've seen Renoir and Degas on the living room wall, once 
you've seen the real thing, you keep working 'til some semblance of it appears on your 
canvases.  I was so young then, maybe seven years old.  I turned around while sitting 
on the print couch, my feet not reaching the rug and put my legs under me, enthralled. 
 
Abe Maslow, a neighbor in Brooklyn, in 1949, asked me to help him by taking a test 
he was designing to evaluate artistic talent.  There were thumbnail black and white 
reproductions of paintings.  You had to pick out which one in the row was painted by 
a different artist.  The test was a cinch.  I was told that I had a gift, that I could 
become an artist if I wanted to. 
 
The museums, the Wildenstein, the Museum of Modern Art, the galleries on 57th 
street, the Frick; these names evoke memories of intimacy with the artists of the past.  
Chagall, Van Gogh, Picasso, Matisse and Belini were my lovers.  In 1959, in Colmar, 
Grunewald stunned me with matte surface and color that glowed without shine.  But 
in 1960 I visited the Prado.  Van der Weyden, Goya, and Velazquez became part of 
my subconscious life.  These artists have never been replaced for me by a newer 
modernity.  I'm still trying to become their colleague.  Some of my paintings make it.  
Now and then, lately more regularly, my oils could be catalogued with a master work.  
I've gotten good.  Well it's been sixty one years since I opened my first box of oils. 
 
My formal education is as important to my development as my informal one.  I took 
my studies very seriously.  At fourteen I became the monitor of studio classes at the 
Brooklyn Museum.  For three years I set up the easels and timed the model in 
exchange for free classes.  Louis Grebanak taught me life drawing and John Pai, oil 
painting.  I learned to respect a rectangular flat surface.  I learned how to draw a 
straight line from my guts to the canvas, i.e. action painting.  I got a scholarship to 
Bennington where I worked with Simon Moselsio.  His bronze Balanese Dancer on 
the balcony of the old Whitney, plus Martha herself, life size in clay, and Ghandi 
carved in wood, humbled me.  I submitted to his instruction.  I made drawings with 
controlled line as if I were engraving.  Respect for the page became respect for the 
paper.  My junior year I transferred to Brandeis.  I had Jewish painter friends.  Subject 
matter began to matter. 
 
And then in 1967 I was awarded a Danforth Fellowship for Women to study at Pratt 
for my Masters in fine arts.  I painted all the time.  It was wonderful.  Upon receiving 
my degree I was appointed instructor of studio life drawing in the undergraduate 
school.  I stayed for two years, and left again for Europe.  I have lived in the great 
cities of the world, London, Paris, New York and Jerusalem, not to seek better 
employment which I had had at Pratt, but rather to hear great music and see the fine 
arts and to meet people from all over this planet.  The next ten years culminated in my 
immigration to Israel.  I lived in a gorgeous desert town on the Ramon Crater.  I 
painted distance, weather, seasons, wind, gazelles, ibexes, friends and my daughter 
dancing.  The technique that was emerging used a lot of linseed oil and no turp.  It 
was direct, alla prima, like the action drawings even though I strove for 
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representational clarity.  The air was 100% non-polluted.  The colors out there were 
pure.  You could see green iron oxide in the far off mountains and cobalt as well as 
pthalos in the skies above.  I put down the animals with immediate fluidity.  It didn't 
matter how fast they moved, because I had studied action drawing. 
 
During this period I was experiencing hemorrhaging.  After having given birth to 
three healthy, beautiful and intelligent daughters I had the notion that the womb was 
the basket of my creativity.  Mitzpe Ramon, where we lived, was an hour away from 
the nearest hospital in Beersheva.  Menopause for me, was a seven year fight for my 
right to remain an artist.  I never did let the doctors take out my womb but they urged 
me to do so.  In 1988 all the bleeding stopped on its own.  I thanked G-d by using the 
gift He gave me.  I got down to work.  The Pickle Jar, painted on masonite from the 
side of a vegetable crate in 1986, in oils, was one of a beginning of hundreds of 
paintings in my style.  Galia Bar-Or, director of the Museum of Art at Ein Harod and 
curator of my exhibition there in 1990, said that no one used paint as I did.  I had my 
own technique which when coupled with my images, was beautiful. 
 
In 1996 Mr. Frank Stern asked me to help him.  He was living in Mallorca, alone and 
ill.  “Just call out my name” and I went. I also enrolled in the doctorate program at the 
University of the Balearic Islands in Palma, just to have something to do.  I divided 
the year between the academic one in Spain and when the university recessed, home 
to the Negev in Israel.  I wrote papers for the doctorate courses in art history, all of 
which can be found on the web under artistlapidot.com in essays.  I also joined an 
artists’ society.  Many paintings and drawings from that period, the sea and the 
pomegranates, are in private collections.  There were praised shows as well.  Before I 
decided to take a break from my thesis and to settle in Jerusalem seven years ago, the 
Balear Government appointed me to be one of three judges for their Association of 
Artists and Artisans.  
 
Mr. Stern made aliyah in 2003.  We moved to Jerusalem.  I paint at home.  A painting 
of mine, an easel painting within the measurements of something that can be held 
even with outstretched arms as in one meter square, is painted first thing in the 
morning.  I often sneak my materials, i.e. paint box, canvas, palette and ceramic brush 
container into my room so my husband doesn't hear me, and from there out to my 
small private balcony where my heaviest non-portable easel is waiting for us, me and 
my materials.  It is very quiet.  Only the birds are singing.  The sun rises in the living 
room on the east end of the apartment, but the early morning light pervades the sky 
even to the western exposure facing Bethlehem. Uninterrupted sky and distance 
dramatically reveal themselves under my line of vision.  There are no buildings 
blocking or interfering with the landscape out there. The amazing incomprehensible 
uphill architecture of my neighborhood is close and sometimes dots my lower canvas, 
the villages and terraced land, the middle ground.  Otherwise it’s me and my paints 
and brushes putting down the moment of light, land and sky.  How the action painting 
ever gets to look like what is out there I don't know.  The results are, however, 
consistently recognizable, either this or that view.  And then there are more 
imaginative figures painted as if there were a posed figure, nude or otherwise.  These 
characters play the piano or breast feed or play with children or even sometimes in the 
past flew in as angels from the sky.  A nude from the mirror might develop.  One that 
I call Saskia because one leg is forward and bent as if entering the bath, was in my 
one-man show two years ago in Jerusalem.  Then there are the large paintings.  These 
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are two meters of wide canvas unrolled and taped to a board.  Larger swings of the 
brush-wielding-arm invade the canvas with an inexhaustible, rapid energy.  There is 
no time for self-criticism or ideas.  A shape presents itself coinciding with Jewish 
universal images.  I pick it up by merely making sure not to pass my brush over this 
area thereby obstructing it unintentionally.  With luck, or G-d's help, something 
beautiful in color and form emerges and with skill and experience, selection and 
enhancement, the painting is finished that same morning.  Like a ping-pong ball on 
both sides of the net, the paintings go from impulse to attempted representational 
prowess and free again to impulsive spontaneity.  Once in a while the two, form and 
technique, unite. 
 
I am entering the mature period, the third of my life as a Modern artist, an oil painter 
with fresh ideas and fresh impetus.  Improvisation is wonderful and of course it will 
continue to be a large part of my output.  However, were I able to enclose the Succah 
balcony I should then have a proper studio, in which I could do some prolonged 
impasto work, the noxious cadmiums drying at their own pace with ventilation to the 
outside and the door to the apartment closed. I am especially looking forward to a 
double glass wall with heated coils between the layers of glass that warm the room 
using solar energy.  Jerusalem winters, high upon the hill as we are, can be extremely 
cold.  I envision paintings that depict emotion. Figures expressing Romantic 
emotional responses to genre.  Israeli body language, hand gestures and facial 
expressions which I still see with an objective eye after thirty years.  There is a 
reserve and a depth in the Sabra that I will record in paint.   Expenses rise with large 
stretched paintings.  There is transport if not shipping, framing and storing aside from 
the glorious possibility of exhibitions.  Now is the time for me to do this.  A grant 
would afford me the possibility of financial freedom easing a pressure that weighs 
heavily upon me.  For this reason I am applying for a Guggenheim and a Pollack-
Krasner grant as well as one that perhaps I am eligible for from Banff, Canada.   
 
Settling in Jerusalem involves serving your fellow man.  At a certain point in life that 
is where the fun is.  It is a privilege to live and to paint in Jerusalem.  The paintings 
are showing luminosity, at last. I attribute this to the aura of the Holy City.  
Luminosity begets luminosity.    
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2009 resume list of exhibitions & participation in professional art organizations 
 
date of birth: April l6,l938  

  
formal education: 1951-1955  Brooklyn Museum Art School               

                              1955-l957   Bennington College, Vt.             
                             1957-1959  Brandeis University, Mass.         B.A    
                             l959-1961   Atelier 17  William Stanley Hayter Montparnasse, Paris   
                             2000-2002  University of Balearic Islands, Mallorca, Spain,          
 Certificate in advanced Doctoral Studies  

 
I resided in Europe during the early sixties and again during the early seventies in 
Paris and in Ibiza, Spain 
Two daughters were born in the American Hospital in Paris.  My youngest daughter 
born in New York in l976, immigrated to Israel with me in l979. 

 
One Man Shows since the year 2000  
10/2000-11/2000    Fine Arts Gallery of the Town Hall in Andraitx, Mallorca          
2000                       Café Taamon, Jerusalem, Israel                              
2000                       Histadrut Culture and Sports Center, Rishon-le-Zion, Israel 
2001                       Univ. Balearic Islands Cloister, Mallorca, Spain  

                      Histadrut Culture and Sports Center, Holon, Israel 2001 
2002                       Rentadors del Jonquet City Gallery, Palma de Mallorca, Spain 
2003                       Sheraton City Tower Hotel Lobby, Ramat Gan, Israel 
2006                       Emunah College Art Gallery, Jerusalem, Israel 
2007                       Ella Gallery, Jerusalem, Israel 
2008                       Local Community Cultural Center,HarHoma, Jerusalem, Israel 
2008                       Yitchak Rabin Youth Hostel Lobby, Jerusalem, Israel 

 
Group Show participation since 2000 
2000                        Porto Pi Centro, Palma de Mallorca, Spain  
2000                        XV11 Concurso de Pintura, Andraitx, Mallorca, Spain              
2001                        Art-Viu, Valldemosa, Mallorca, Spain 
2001                        Gremial Art Viu, Alaro, Mallorca, Spain        
2001                        Porto Pi Centro, Palma de Mallorca, Spain 
2002                        Baleart –government show, Palma de Mallorca          
2002                        Salich and Lapidus, Andraitx, Mallorca, Spain 
2004                        National Diamond Center Restaurant, Ramat Gan, Israel 
2006                        National Diamond Center Art Gallery, Jerusalem, Israel 
2008                        Art Jerusalem-international art fair, Jerusalem, Israel       

 
 
Awarded the Danforth Graduate Fellowship for Women in l967-l969 in Fine Arts 

 
Galleries of Art, current participation 
Galleria de Arte    Aguilar Caballero    C/Call,4    07001 Palma de Mallorca, Spain 
Ella Gallery           Ella Klier              1 Tura St.    Yemin Moshe, Jerusalem, Israel 

2009 
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Professional Organizations, current participation 
Impact-the Professional Visual Arts Association, Israel     
            www.impact-artists.org.il    9 Alharizi Street    Tel-Aviv, Israel 
International Association of Art      Unesco 1, Rue Miollis     75015 Paris, France 

 
Collections, recent acquisitions of my work 
Senor Rafael Ferragut   director, Auditorium   Palma de Mallorca, Spain 
University of the Balearic Islands, dept. of Humanities, Mallorca, Spain 
Maneo Gallery     director's private collection    Palma de Mallorca, Spain 
Israel Museum Jerusalem, dept. prints and drawings, Jerusalem, Israel 
Rubin Academy of Music, Jerusalem, Israel 
Private Collections in Spain, the United States and Israel 

 
 

http://www.impact-artists.org.il/
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                                                                         Rehov HaMamtzi 5/18 
       Har Homa, Jerusalem 93123,  Israel 
       E-mail: artistlapidot@gmail.com 
       www.artistlapidot.com  
       October 30, 2009 
 
 
Grants Department 
The Pollack-Krasner Foundation, Inc. 
863 Park Avenue 
New York, NY  10075 
 
Dear Grants Intake Manager, 
 
At present, a painting of mine, an easel painting within the measurements of something 
that can be held as in one meter square, is painted first thing in the morning.  I often 
sneak my materials, i.e., paint box, canvas, palette and ceramic brush container into my 
room so my husband doesn’t hear me, and from there out to my small private balcony 
where my heaviest non-portable easel is waiting for us, me and my materials.  It is very 
quiet.  Only the birds are singing. 
 
It is a privilege to live and to paint in Jerusalem.  The paintings are showing luminosity, 
at last.  My career has brought me to this prized life which your grant would enrich.  I am 
requesting $18,000 from the Pollack-Krasner Foundation for the specific purposes of 
enclosing a 2 x 3 meter space, thereby affording me a studio, which is estimated at 
$15,000.  The remaining $3,000 I will distribute for painting materials and local transport 
of the large paintings.   
 
I am entering the third period of my life as a Modern artist, an oil painter.  Improvisation 
is wonderful and of course it will continue to be a large part of my output.  How the 
action painting ever gets to look like the subject, I don’t know.  The results are 
consistently strong in both content and form.  Were I able to enclose the sukkah balcony, 
I should then have a space in which I could do some prolonged impasto work, the 
noxious cadmiums and cobalts drying at their own pace with ventilation to the fresh air 
and the door to the apartment closed.  I am especially looking forward to a double-glass 
wall with heated coils between the layers of glass that warm the room using solar energy.  
Jerusalem winters, high up on the hill as we are, can be extremely cold.   
 
There is another purpose to this grant.  This purpose seeks support that is more valuable 
than financial.  I request your recognition of my lifelong dedication to art. A dedication 
that has resulted in powerfully beautiful paintings depicting my life and its surroundings.  
A life worth recording, that of an American Jewish woman in Israel at the beginning of 
the twenty-first century.  The relationship of the artist to society is, as we all know, 
lacking.  There are no frontiers in time or place to the unjust subservience that the artist 
who brings order and spiritual wealth into the community must sweetly submit to if he or 

mailto:artistlapidot@gmail.com
http://www.artistlapidot.com/
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she is to be more than ignored, ridiculed, or tossed a few crumbs by the patron, the critic 
or the public.   
 
I have been truly blessed.  So many crumbs have been tossed my way in the form of 
scholarships, awards and public praise from strangers.  Even many sales have come my 
way.  For example, the Israel Museum of Jerusalem, Department of Prints and Drawings 
can honestly claim to own five drawings of mine plus a notebook of sketches.  It is a 
bitter victory to realize that those drawings stay protected from the light in a great 
archive.   
 
The third purpose relates to my work.  I listen to Arthur Schnabel on the radio, playing 
Beethoven’s last sonata, No. 32 in C minor, and understand purpose.  Rhythm and 
dynamics are resolved after mazes of delightful adventure.  Melody in music is in 
painting the receding and advancing lines and planes which develop into subject matter, 
in and out through color.  Rhythm is the broken brush stroke repeated and varied.  
Dynamics are intensity or lightness of touch, the conceptualized and felt energy, not the 
brush-in-hand itself.  Quite like at the piano, the dynamics come from inside oneself, guts 
not touch.  Color, like changes in key signature, is arbitrary to the master, all sense and 
intuition.  We have said goodbye to reason long ago. 
 
Knowing is nothing.  The attributes, human and pictorial, are relentlessly driving toward 
perfection.  Violent, albeit silent, emotional growth, no repeats, no Rondos, no 
derivatives.  This is what the third and last voyage into the blank canvas requires of me.   
 
A blessing from you in the form of financial assistance will be most positively received. 
 
Thanking you in advance for your kind attention, 
 
 
        Very truly yours, 
 
 
 
 
         
                Ellen Lapidus Stern 
                 
 
 
 


